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At Onyx Scientific, we’ve carefully curated  
our ways of working to meet the most unique 
requirements of your drug project. 

From having the resource, capabilities, flexibility 
and quality to meet your needs as our customer,  
we take a unique and flexible approach to your 
project from candidate selection through to 
commercial manufacture. 

We set clear expectations from the start and  
tailor our service to deliver the right support  
that leads your project to success.

Once you have identified your lead candidate 
for your small molecule drug substance,  
we collaborate with you throughout the entire 
development and production process.

We offer a comprehensive selection of options  
for scaling up your drug substance, both in  
non-GMP and GMP forms, providing you with 
material for toxicology testing, Phase I-III  
clinical trials, and even low-volume commercial  
API supply, if required.

Working with you:  
A flexible and holistic approach to 
helping you achieve project success

The four pillars of our integrated, 
chemistry-led approach

Commitment to hitting milestones:  
We focus on hitting your key deadlines on 
time, every time, improving productivity and 
speed wherever possible.

Ensuring your project runs smoothly: 
We are dedicated to mitigating risk at every 
stage to ensure that the scope for errors is 
minimized and prevent project deviations.

Creating value at every opportunity: 
our lean and efficient processes allow us  
to optimize your project by tailoring each  
stage to your unique requirements.

Protecting your project: We remain 
committed to future-proofing your project 
against downstream development and 
production issues.

1. 3.

2. 4.
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At Onyx, we use a project management  
approach where technical experts lead each 
project and focus on incremental milestones, 
instead of one overall project. 

We don’t believe in siloes, which is why we  
ensure transparent cooperation across our  
teams to help us identify and manage risks  

and issues from the earliest possible stages, 
keeping to your project timelines and  
minimizing delays. 

Our teams work collaboratively with you,  
ensuring that any knowledge gaps are filled 
throughout the entire process and giving you 
control over each stage of your project. 

What makes the  
Onyx way different?
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We don’t do “one-size-fits-all”. We adapt our ways 
of working to the unique needs of your project to 
ensure that the best route is chosen across each 
phase of your study. 

By taking a material-centric approach to solid 
form selection, we carefully consider the specific 
characteristics of each of your compounds to 
create a bespoke process that fits the exact needs 
of your project and optimizes its journey to market.

For example, during Phase 3 we conduct more 
extensive investigations of the compound’s 
behavior and form than we might have in  
Phase 1, since the purity profile may change in  
later phases, which can impact the behavior of 
your compound.

Our goal is to extract as much relevant information 
as possible about your compound in a phase-
appropriate manner.

Our tailored approach to 
your chemistry
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2 months 4 months 6 months 8 months 10 months 12 months

More than one way to proceed

Development

Analytical method 
development

Solid state chemistry Ref standard, 
forced deg, validation

Ref standard, 
forced deg, validation

GMP API QC QA

non-GMP API

Development

Analytical method 
development Solid state chemistry

GMP API QC QAnon-GMP API

Onyx timeline

Traditional timeline
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I have no hesitation in recommending  
workingwith Onyx Scientific. Flexible and 
knowledgeable, Onyx has the capabilities 
needed to complete API chemical 
development and kilogram-scale GMP 
manufacturing projects to very high  
standards and in a cost-effective manner. 
What’s more, the team is made up of  
high-quality scientists and the direct  
interaction approach to project management  
that they take makes it feel as though  
I have my very own chemistry team there. 

Peter Spargo, Senior Vice President 
Chemistry Manufacturing at  
Verona Pharma

““ “Onyx Scientific is one of the top development 
companies within the life sciences industry.  
They have a clear niche in how they integrate 
their process development, solid state and 
analytical services. I find their no nonsense, 
straight forward approach helpful and 
efficient and it makes my role as  a consultant 
much easier. Their technical expertise is  
very strong, and l’d have no hesitation  
when it comes to recommending them  
for similar projects.”

David Lathbury, Consultant

Testimonials

Ready to propel your  
next drug project further? 

Visit our website to discover how  
we can help: www.onyxipca.com


